
ONF – Innovation Programme Cohort 2 

Deadline for Applications 23rd May 2022 Lunchtime  

Questions on Application for Innovation Peer Review 

These questions have been constructed to ensure answers can be easily compared and to offer a fair 

and consistent experience to support an unbiased peer review process. The questions below will be 

asked in an online form, please reply to the email this document was attached to in order to receive 

a link to your application form.  

1. Please fill in the blanks of this problem statement (You may enter only one) [Job 

role/team/org/system] needs to [what needs to happen] because otherwise [what happens if this 

doesn't happen]  

The Trust Costing team needed to visualise large volumes of data. We want to do this better, 

because otherwise we would not see the wood for the trees! Just to view one patient records details 

costs from the costing system output was 40 pages in length.  This proved cumbersome when 

revieing patient allocations in answering queries from the services  

2. Please fill in the blanks for the following challenge statements (You may enter more than one) 

How might we [summarise problem statement] so that [important outcome that will happen]  

How might we visualise this data so that we can identify the normal range of costs and any outliers, 

to catalyse clinical change and improvements in patient services.  

3. What did you do to overcome these challenges? E.g. (What we did, the innovation statement goes 

here) 500-word limit. 

Patient level costing involves the processing and generation of substantial amounts of data. A 40-

page individual patient cost report is typical in our costing system. This can be cumbersome to 

manage and difficult to interpret manually.  

Our objective was to visualise these data to make it easier to pick out outliers and observe the 

variation in resource costing, for example to compare patients on similar pathways, or look at 

differences between clinical teams. We wanted to make it as easy as possible for both costing and 

clinical teams to pick out interesting observations and start conversations about why these might 

have occurred. This will feed into conversations about clinical performance and how the Trust can 

ensure that all patients enjoy the same elevated level of quality service. 

This use case demands both overview dashboards and the ability to drill down into more granular 

data to investigate certain items of interest. 

We began by studying the standard dashboards provided by Civica as part of their Costmaster cloud 

costing software. We consulted with NHSI to understand their preferred approach, embodied in 

Making Data Count, which uses Statistical Process Control.  

Our BI analyst worked closely with our Head of Costing to develop functional, easy to view prototype 

SPC charts. The suite of charts plots all our costing data at a patient level in Power BI enabling us to 

understand resource consumption, drill down into outliers and begin to observe differences, for 

example comparing patients on the same pathway. We then gained knowledge from the NHSI “join 

the dots” team and their approach in relation to “Sigma 3” standard deviation that has tolerance 

lines between +/- three standard deviations from the mean.  



The objective is to facilitate conversations with senior clinicians about how we use our resources, so 

that we can explore ways to maximise value for money. To make this happen, we must ensure that 

our costing data accurately reflects working clinical practice, so we were keen to involve end users in 

the process by getting feedback from senior clinician representatives.  

Examples of intermediate stage dashboard styles shared with clinician representative are shown in 

supporting evidence 

 

A traditional view of patient cost dashboard. Is seen in the supporting evidence 

 

The view above is informative only to a certain point, it gives no indication of when the contacts 

occurred in relation to one another and who performed them. 

 

 

 

 



 

Whereas when we look at the chart above, the viewer can see when the patient was an in patient 

and when they were being treated in the community, when the viewer slides along all the data 

points we can see the points that are costing above the normal range and investigate accordingly  

 

 



In the chart above we can see that the costs at the end of the time period are very high and upon 

investigation of the pharmacy issues detailed below we can see that it was in relation to a high cost 

for the syringes. 

 

 The above illustrates an excessive cost (compared to other interventions / supplementary services 

such as pathology and radiology cost) service at the end of the period under review in this example, 

which upon closer investigation was the issue of prefilled syringe. We approached both pharmacy 

and systems team and gained knowledge about other developments within the organisation around 

EPMA - system to allow the recording within the PAS for administration of drugs, which when 

implemented would assist in the administration to the patient rather than issued from pharmacy. 

“Data visualisation is essential to driving the use of data, and engaging clinicians and operational 

colleagues in improving data quality. SPC charting is becoming a more common tool in the NHS and 

Head of Costing and the team have shown it can be used to visualise the costing data which can, in 

turn, help drive those critical conversations about whether the data is accurate and what it means.” 

Quote from Chief Clinical Information Officer. 

 

Current examples of the dashboards and drill downs are shared under question 10. 

 

4. What would you not do again? Please fill in the blanks We wouldn’t do [negative lesson] again 

because [why you wouldn’t] 

Having recently changed over to a cloud-based costing system, we were discovering the advantages 

and limitations of this new interface at the same time as we were working on this project. We 

encountered a number of matters outside our control, such as altered access to OLAP costing model 



backing data and altered levels of access to our systems and software remotely. This necessitated an 

iterative approach. If we were planning this project now, we would begin by identifying what was 

within our control instead of having to find out along the way.  

5. What did you learn to do that you didn’t before? Please fill in the blanks We learned to [positive 

lesson] by/through [how you learnt the lesson] 

We learned to compile our data visualisations and fine-tuned by implementing Making Data count 

and NHS future approaches across multiple data visualisation platforms (Tableau, PowerBI.  

6. What was the timeline for the project? – in years and months E.g. (From initial design through to 

implementation the innovation took us [project time]) 

It took from thought to inception two weeks and then fine-tuned with NHS futures over a period of 

around three months including consultation with senior clinician representative. 

 

7. How long has the innovation been implemented/in use for? In years and months and weeks  

At the time of writing, the charts have been in use by the costing team in clinical engagement for 

several weeks, starting with the Trust’s Chief Clinical Information Officer who is a practising 

consultant psychiatrist. 

 

 

8. What job roles were needed to implement the innovation? E.g. (2 x Management accountants, 1 x 

project manager)  

1 x Head of Costing and 1x BI analyst, with input from the Chief Clinical Information Officer, using 

data analysed by the remaining members of the costing team (1 x Senior Cost Accountant, 1 x Cost 

Accountant). 

 

9. What products/ software was used to deliver the innovation? E.g. (MS Teams & MS Excel)  

PowerBI, Costmaster, MS Teams with Making Data count  

 

10. What were/are the outputs? (Minimum of 3) E.g. (The ‘tangible’ products that came from our 

innovation were…)  

A series of dashboards that assists in validating our data quality and allows conversations to start 

with clinicians and other providers of data in the costing process, such as internal departments 

within in the trust, around data quality around pharmacy issues. Also, the data visualisations could 

inform clinical practices about what is happening currently and help shape future decision making in 

relation to the patient journey through our services  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

1. Statistical Process Chart for the patient journey by Week Sigma3 approach 

 

 

 

 This is useful for when we are looking at the total patient journey that straddles a number of 

financial years the system calculates the Upper Control Limit (UCL) and Lower Control Limit (LCL) so 

between these two limits is 99% of the data   

2. Allow user to see more information via tool tip 

 The user can filter on patient, select a certain time / period and when the user hovers over a data 

point more information is provided in the form of a tool tip displayed below, which we hope to 

develop to include details about the relevant clinician performing interventions with more 

development time. 



  

 

 

 

3. Statistical process chart by day using the Sigma 3 approach 

We can even drill down to individual dates when the client had interventions within the service  

 

 

 

11. What were/are the outcomes? (Minimum of 3): E.g. (The benefits to the 

individual/team/organisation/system experienced as a result of the innovation were…)  



Our ultimate aim is always to improve service user experience. Direct benefits of the project 

identified so far include:  

• Provide clinicians with convenient access to costing data they have not previously been able 

to view 

• Improve clinicians understanding of and engagement with costing data  

• Use costing data as part of benchmarking efforts to focus attention on areas where clinical 

practice is optimal and can be used to inspire improvement in areas of relative under-

performance. 

 

12. What quick wins do you have for others who have a similar problem and want to do something 

similar? (Minimum of 3) E.g. (Simple advice to others with the same problem. ‘Do this, this and this 

to get going’)  

• The costing team using making data count templates to advance quickly in the 

establishment of the 3-sigma approach to statistical process charts. 

• Involve senior clinician representative(s) at early stage – we recommend speaking to the 

Chief Clinical Information Officer or other clinical leader(s) with an overview of the whole 

organisation. 

• Be ready to secure support for the project at the highest levels and seek synergies with 

ongoing trust activity, in our case, the rollout of PowerBI across the Trust to replace Tableau 

as part of the Trust’s digital strategy. so that organisational backing. 

 

13. What type best describes your innovation? a. Efficiency Innovation b. Sustaining Innovation c. 

Transformative Innovation (Definitions are included earlier in the guide)  

Our dashboards are an efficiency innovation which we hope will stimulate sustaining innovations in 

future. 

14. What technical areas of NHS Finance does your innovation relate to?  

h. Costing  

 

 

15. Have you used any toolkits, resources or consulted with any other NHS organisations when 

developing this? If so, please name/ link these  

 

We consulted with NHSI and used the Making Data Count toolkit to get started. We also attended a 

range of PowerBI training events.  

 

16. Has this implementation been adopted in any other organisation or team? If so, please name 

these here. 

 

This is the first time we have used SPC charts in PLICS at the Trust. We have 25 PowerBI viewer 

licences available, so it is anticipated that initially the dashboards will be made available to senior 

finance managers and lead clinicians in each care group in a phased rollout over about six months. 

The Trust is due to implement PowerBI Enterprise soon, which will enable us to share the charts with 

a wider range of stakeholders. We also plan to share our progress with NHSI. 



 

With the expected implementation of more frequent costing, the dream is for every clinician to have 

access to their team’s costing data in real time every time the cost model is updated with current 

information, so that they can see how the team are using the available resources and explore ways 

to improve efficiency.  Also we are working with the software system provider to improve the suite 

of dashboards to make them more relevant to Mental Health Services and our clients journey. 

 


